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900 ALU BLACK
AVAILABLE OPTION

Design meets precision.
High-quality components combine to create a high-precision air rifl e. 
A wide range of adjustment options ensure optimum ergonomics. 
This creates a new pacesetter in the fi eld of match air rifl es! 

Total Weight Approx. 4.5 kg

Total Length Approx. 1,042 - 1,170 mm

Sight line length 610 - 970 mm

Stock length 745 - 820 mm

Trigger weight 30 - 160 g / 80 - 250 g

Length of pull 275 - 360 mm

BASIC TECHNICAL DATA

optimized
system bedding

continuous T-slot rail in the 
aluminum front stock

Match-Diopter
swiveling, mounted on 

a sliding and removable 
prismatic clamp

Maintenance-free 
pressure reducer

with reduced noise for 
even more constant 

system function

Hand rest 
height adjustable, 
swiveling, length 

adjustable

Buttstock 
can be easily and reliably set. 

Adjustment mimic can be 
converted from right to left 

(and vice versa) without tools

revised Match Trigger
made of HSS components 

with excellent kinetic 
properties

Cocking lever
can be swiveled and 
rotated 360°, can be 
mounted on right or 

left side
more space 

for easy 
pellet insertion

Further developed 
absorber unit

for individual pulse 
adjustment

SILVER

Cheek Piece
can be moved laterally 

via fi ne adjustment in the 
aiming position - reaction to 
changed conditions at the 
shooting range is possible 

without loss of time

Anatomically shaped 3D handle
made of beech wood. Three-dimensionally 

adjustable, longitudinally and laterally 
adjustable, available in sizes S, M and L

AIR RIFLE | CAL. .177/4.5MM

Technical changes and deviations in design subject to change without notice. Some of the models are shown with special accessories. 
All prices are quoted as MSRP incl. 19% VAT.

900 ALU

Butt Plate X-Line
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Total Weight Approx. 4.7kg

Total Length Approx. 1,042 - 1,170 mm

Sight line length 610 - 970 mm

Stock length 745 - 880 mm

Trigger weight 30 - 160 g / 80 - 250 g

Length of pull 275 - 360 mm
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AIR RIFLE | CAL. .177/4.5MM

900 ALU - HYBRID 900 ALU - HYBRID BLACK
The ideal companion for those who compete in both freehand and benchrest 
disciplines in shooting sports. One model – two uses!

SILVER

Support bar 
made of aluminum, swiveling, 

length adjustable
specially designed 
hand rest for use 
in benchrest and 

freehand shooting

AVAILABLE OPTION

raised Cheek Piece
for benchrest shooting 
can be moved laterally 
via fi ne adjustment in 
the stop - reaction to 

changed conditions at the 
shooting range is possible 

without loss of time

Sliding prism clamping
allows quick mounting and 

dismounting of the complete 
sight unit and is thus ideal 

for protecting sensitive 
attachments during transport Cocking lever 

can be swiveled and 
rotated 360°, can be 
mounted on right or 

left side
more space 

for easy 
pellet insertion optimized

system bedding

Butt Plate X-Line
Anatomically shaped 3D handle

made of beech wood. Three-dimensionally 
adjustable, longitudinally and laterally 

adjustable, available in sizes S, M and L

revised Match Trigger
made of HSS components 

with excellent kinetic 
properties

Total Weight Approx. 4.9kg

Total Length Approx. 1,042 - 1,170 mm

Sight line length 610 - 970 mm

Stock length 745 - 880 mm

Trigger weight 30 - 160 g / 80 - 250 g

Length of pull 275 - 360 mm

BASIC TECHNICAL DATA

Technical changes and deviations in design subject to change without notice. Some of the models are shown with special accessories. 
All prices are quoted as MSRP incl. 19% VAT.







Use the product confi gurators on the following pages to select your favorite from all available options. Complete the order number of your desired model step by step. 
With this order number, your dealer can order your individual sporting rifl e directly from Feinwerkbau.

HOW DO I ORDER MY DESIRED MODEL?

COLOR
You can choose from our standard silver or black colors and 13 custom 
colors for an additional charge.

SIGHTS
Choose between the Feinwerkbau standard sights or the Centra "SPY" 
diopter (or "SPY BR" in the benchrest version) and the "Centra Score" front 
sight tunnel (or "Centra Score Plus" in the benchrest version) or order your 
model without sights.

SYSTEM VARIANT
Here you can decide on which side the cocking lever of your desired model 
is mounted. Our tip: For convenient reloading, benchrest shooters can order 
a left-hand system in the right-hand stock.

ATTACHMENTS
Here you can select your desired grip size and whether you want grip and 
cheek piece made of beech wood with black grip lacquer and the hand rest 
made of Aluminuim (series) or in the version with grid structure "MeshPro".
Furthermore, for the 900 Alu benchrest model, you can choose whether 
you want the grip bar (art. no. 3.2.226.580) in addition to the beech wood 
support bar for even more comfortable positioning of the support hand.

AIR RIFLE | HOW DO I ORDER MY DESIRED MODEL?

Model 900 Alu 
with Centra sights and grip, cheek piece and hand rest "MeshPro"

Model 900 Alu - Benchrest
with handle bar 3.2.226.580

You can fi nd accessories for our sport weapons in our accessories catalog or at feinwerkbau.de










